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Annual meeting reveals a busy year, with time for reflection
Along with the swearing in of new
boards members, Kol Halev's Annual
Meeting on June 4 offered cautious
optimism about our finances, insights
into how to increase participation
and leadership, and a call to fill open
committee roles, among other topics.
Three new board members joined the
board: Kelvin Arthur will serve a
two-yearm term as an at-large member, and Anna Kelman and Adina

Treasurer David Conn reported that
while expenses rose this year, more
dues were collected, lowering our
projected budget deficit from $11,000
to about $5000.
Davidson will share the role of Spiritual Values Team Leader. We said
goodbye and thank you to departing
board members Louise Elkind and
Nurete Brenner.

Values team leaders' reports recapped
their values teams' regular activities,
highlighting special achievements
and important leadership positions
which need to be filled this year.
continued on page 10

new looked-door policy at ratner

nancy's Next stop: maryland

If you arrive at the Ratner School for Shabbat services after 10:45, you may find the doors locked. Not to worry -no one's judging you for being late -- we're just following
Ratner's new locked-doors policy. You'll find instructions
for calling someone to let you in posted by the front doors.

by Ellen Harris
Nancy Dudwick is
counting the number of
packing boxes cluttering
her University Heights
apartment as they await
transport to her new
home in Silver Springs, Maryland.

The Ratner School, the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
and our co-tenant, the Japanese Language School (JLSC)
have long recommended that, for security reasons, we
keep the front doors locked when we can't provide greeters who can recognize and welcome members.

"The worst part is packing up five bookcases of Judaica
and music!” she laments.

Going forward, however, we have committeed to
keeping the doors locked. Kol HaLev members
who arrive before 10:45 will be met at the door
by a greeter. After 10:45, members can follow
instructions at the door to use a walkie-talkie
to gain entrance. Look for more information about the
locked-door policy coming by email soon.

Although she is leaving Cleveland at the end of July, she
will carry with her memories of life-changing events at
continued on page 7
Editor's note.: A community-wide farewell party for
Nancy will be held on July 16. See details on page 13.
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DIRECTORY
Services & Programs are held at:
The Lillian and Betty Ratner School
27575 Shaker Boulevard
Pepper Pike, OH 44124
http://www.kolhalev.net
Rabbi:
Steve Segar
rabbisteve@kolhalev.net

Mailing Address & Offices:
Kol HaLev
2245 Warrensville Center Rd. Suite 215
University Heights, OH 44118
(216) 320-1498

Education Director:
Robyn Novick
robyn@kolhalev.net

Office manager:
Kelli Birch
kelli@kolhalev.net

Board of Trustees

Officers:

Ex Officio Members:

President Karly Whitaker
Vice President Mattuck Meachem
Secretary Deena Epstein
Treasurer David Conn
Past President Halle Barnett

Rabbi Steve Segar
Founding Rabbi Jeffrey Schein
Education Dir. Robyn Novick

Values Team Leaders

At-Large Members

Welcoming & Caring Lila Hanft
Spiritual Adina Davidson & Anna Kellman
Learning Bill Scher-Marcus
Involved Kirby Date
Democratic & Fiscally Responsible Mattuck Meacham
Participatory Maureen Dinner

Art Biagianti
Nurete Brenner
Kelvin Arthur
Robin Holzman
Celia Jennings

COMMITTEES and chairs, by VALUES TEAM
Welcoming & caring
• Hesed – Robin Holzman & Martha Schubert
• Calendar —Robin Holzman & Kelli Birch
• Newsletter – Lila Hanft
• Proofreader – David Roberts
• Weekly Update – Robin Holzman
• Website – Brian Miller, Lila Hanft, Benjamin Barnett
• Marketing/PR –Halle Barnett
• Tech Support – Brian Miller
Spiritual
• Religious Practices –Bruce Fallick
• Holidays – Amy Hogg & Adina Davidson
• Meditation – Nancy Rubel & Allen Binstock
• Rosh Hodesh – Kirby Date
• Leyning Coordinator – Connie Friedman
• Lay Service Leader Coordinator – David Conn
• Service Co-Leader Coordinator – Arthur Lieberman
Learning VALUES TEAM
• Youth & Family Education – Bill Marcus, interim
• Adult Education – Alan Federman
• Young Families/Tot Shabbat – Ben Seligman and Andy
Oster
• Child Care Coordinator – Traci Elgart
• Torah Study – Ralph and Selma Gwatkin

• Book Group – Kevin Weidenbaum
• Lunch and Learn – Alan Federman
Involved VALUES TEAM
• GCC – Allen Binstock & Donna Weinberger
democratic & FISCALly responsible
• Fundraising – open
• Mock Trial – Jennifer Finkel
• Cemetery – Mike Armin
Participatory VALUES TEAM
• Membership – Maureen Dinner
• Greeters – Kelli Birch (Office Manager)
• Kiddush – Kelli Birch (Office Manager)
• High Holy Days – Marcia Goldberg
• Women’s Group – Happy Wallach
Directly Accountable to the Board
• Finance Committee– Alan Weinstein
• Ratner Liaison – Sarah Prentice Manel
• Rabbi Liaison – Selma Gwatkin & Barry Epstein
• Strategic Planning Committee – Greg Selker
• Nominating Committee – Catherine Fallick
• Security Corps – Bill Scher-Marcus
• Commitment Support Volunteer – Maxine Collin
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rabbinic corner

rabbi steve segar

As has been my practice for a number of summers, I have gathered together a list of recently published books on
themes related to Jews and Judaism. All of the books below have received very positive reviews and most of them
were either finalists or winners in this past year’s National Jewish Book Award competition across a range of categories. As many of us search for titles to put on our summer reading lists, I submit the following selections as options to
which we might give serious consideration.
1.The Sacred Calling: Four Decades of Women in the Rabbinate by Rabbi Rebecca Einstein Schorr
and Rabbi Alysa Mendelson
Coming in at a hefty 700+ pages and highlighting more than 68 contributors, Four Decades of
Women in the Rabbinate is as much the tale of the past 100 years of Jewish history as it is a love letter to the individuals and organizations that empowered women to reach unprecedented heights of
religious leadership.
Throughout the book, the movements and individuals who challenged women’s ordination (and
those who continue to do so), are acknowledged by a number of writers, but the book as a whole
focuses much more on the goals achieved and obstacles overcome, rather than rehashing older
debates. There is a greater emphasis on the cultural shifts, most especially the feminist and other rights
movements, that shape the experiences of all rabbis. Rabbi Laura Geller directly references the connection with Betty
Friedan’s words and work, and Rabbi Oshrat Morag spotlights the way in which the ordination of women as rabbis
has brought the work of women writers and thinkers towards a more central place in Jewish discourse.
2. East West Street By Philippe Sands
A monumental and profoundly important book, East West Street: On the Origins of “Genocide and “Crimes Against Humanity” by international human rights lawyer and law professor
Philippe Sands recounts the lives and work of Hersch Lauterpacht and Raphael Lemkin, who
developed and advocated for the legal concepts of crimes against humanity and genocide. Sands
examines the personal and intellectual evolution and travails of these two men in a brilliant account that reads as part history, part human rights theory, and part thriller, with powerful strands
of autobiographical narrative that connects the author to these two men.
3. The Beautiful Possible by Amy Gottlieb
What is The Beautiful Possible about? While the story flirts with many conflicting ideas (the search for
God, the struggle to find one’s identity), the core of the book lies within the hearts of our three protagonists: sad and searching Walter, a refugee from World War II, his life permanently on hold as he
struggles to come to terms with the loss of his family; young and eager Rosalie, recently engaged and
searching for meaning and happiness in her newfound adulthood; and confused and lost Sol, Rosalie’s fiancé and a soon-to-be rabbi, a man who believes his happiness will be found in the study of
the Bible, forced to confront hidden inner feelings the moment he and Walter are introduced.
While all three characters love each other intensely, the love changes throughout the years as well.
Sol and Rosalie find their initial attraction and lust diminished after Rosalie and Walter set off into a wild
affair that changes all their lives forever. And Sol and Walter’s relationship grows from study partners and friends to
something more complex, more confusing for Sol and his tortured heart.
A fable for the modern era, a love story steeped in biblical text and mystical yearning—The Beautiful Possible illuminates the struggle to find one’s identity in a world rife with expectation and judgment—and how entirely possible it is
that the life you think you are living might, in fact, be a beautiful lie.
continued on page 7
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hesed
We send wishes for a refuah shleimah, a complete and speedy healing, to Abe Chasin; Anita Cohn; Tamara
Duval; Ann Epstein; Josh Gippen; Jayne Jones; Ron Kohn; Marilyn Litvene; Pauline Raymond; and Eda
Weiss. We would love to hear from you if you or another Kol HaLev member you know of would like to be
included on this list.
Thanks to Jean Miller, who was the June Monthly Coordinator. During the month, members made phone calls and
visits and provided rides.

Todah Rabah
Jane Arnoff Logsdon, who has been instrumental in shaping the Hesed committee as it exists today and who
has continued to contribute to the vitality of the committee’s work as the Shiva Coordinator, is stepping down
from that role. We are so grateful to Jane for her inspiration and guidance and her commitment to ensuring
that Hesed support is available to members in need.
We look forward to working with David Shutkin, who is the new Shiva Coordinator.

If you wish to participate in the work of the Hesed Committee, or if you know of anyone who may need the support
of our committee, please contact Rabbi Steve or Robin Holzman (robinholzman@gmail.com) and Martha Schubert
(marthaschubert@mac.com), Hesed Co-chairs.

contributions
Kol HaLev gratefully acknowledges these contributions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Juanita Fish to the Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund in honor of Robin Holzman and Happy Wallach
Josh Butler to the Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Deena and Dick Epstein in memory of Robin Holzman's mother
Nancy Dudwick in memory of Happy Wallach's mother
Linda Sylte to the Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Dick and Deena Epstein in honor of Lewis Rahilly's Bar Mitzvah
Dick and Deena Epstein in honor of Rebecca Lieberman's wedding
Dick and Deena Epstein in honor of Rachel Davidson's wedding
Dick and Deena Epstein in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Deena's mother, Janet Mirow
Dick and Deena Epstein for where it's needed most
Happy Wallach in honor of Louis Rahilly's Bar Mitzvah
Abe Chasin in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Lena Chasin
The Friedman-Romell family in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Beth's father, Seymour Friedman
Elinor Friedman in commemoration of the yahrzeit of of her husband, Seymour Friedman

Make a donation to Kol HaLev in honor of a simcha, in memory of a loved one, in commemoration of a yahrzeit, or just because. You can donate check or online, whichever is more comfortable and convenient for you. Find out how at http://kolhalev.
net/giving_opportunities.
July 2017
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hug hasefer: book discussion group
The July book discussion meeting is Thursday, July 27, at the home of Deena and Dick Epstein. We
will discuss Tevye the Dairyman and Motl the Cantor’s Son by Sholem Aleichem. (420 pages, a Kindle
version is available).
A preview from Amazon: Tevye the Dairyman and Motl the Cantor's Son are the most celebrated
characters in all of Jewish fiction. Tevye is the lovable, Bible-quoting father of seven daughters,
a modern Job whose wisdom, humor, and resilience inspired the lead character in Fiddler on the
Roof. And Motl is the spirited and mischievous nine-year-old boy who accompanies his family on
a journey from their Russian shtetl to New York, and whose comical, poignant, and clear-eyed observations
capture with remarkable insight the struggles and hopes and triumphs of Jewish immigrants to America at the turn of
the twentieth century.
The book for August is Why Not Say What Happened: A Sentimental Education by Morris Dickstein.
All Kol HaLev members are welcome to attend the book group. For more information about the group look at our
web page (kolhalev.net/book_group) and contact Kevin (KJW@oberlin.net) to be added to the group’s e-mail list.

deena epstein, secretary

board report

Kirby Date presented the final report of the Leadership Taskforce (LTF) to members of Kol HaLev’s new and old
board at a June 12 meeting at the home of Deena Epstein.
Kirby said the LTF was disbanding, and that it is now the board’s responsibility to prioritize the recommendations
and develop implementation plans. She outlined recommendations that fell into five broad categories: how we
communicate, how we work, how we lead, how we participate and how we connect. She pointed out that some
recommendations could be implemented quickly while others would take additional work and time. A more detailed
report on LTF recommendations will be in the June newsletter.
Board members also discussed two documents that had been developed with input from past boards: Common
Ground Rules for Kol HaLev Board Members and Rules of Order for the Kol HaLev Board. It was agreed that there
might be some changes in the future based on the LTF report, particularly in the way members interact with the board
and present ideas for board consideration.
President Karly Whitaker also reported that lease negotiations have begun with Ratner and that our regular rabbi/
congregational review will begin shortly.
The next board meeting with be August 14 at the home of Maureen Dinner. All members are welcome to attend.

Celebrating something? Share your simchas and milestones in
the Kol HaLev Kvells column!
Send news to newsletter@kolhlev.net.
July 2017
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report
by Mimi Plevin-Foust
GCC has had a full year of victories sprinkled with a few plot twists from the City of Cleveland.
Education: In May GCC held a 125-person Listen, Act, Win action with CMSD's CEO Eric Gordon, the third
such action GCC has done with Mr. Gordon since we began education organizing. Victories from the action include
CMSD’s commitments for the following:
• John F. Kennedy Eagle Academy and PACT will get full after-school programming with arts, music and
athletics for their 650 students.
• Collinwood High School will be next in line to receive similar after-school opportunities.
• Trauma teams will be created for John F. Kennedy Eagle and PACT schools to deal with issues such as the
opioid crisis and street violence that deeply affect our families.
• The Downtown Education Center, the school inside the juvenile detention facility, will now provide
summer learning for 220 students.
Gun Violence: The Ballistic Gun Lab for Cuyahoga County is now staffed and operational due to GCC pressure
for over two years. This lab makes gun crimes easier to solve across jurisdictions. The national Do Not Stand Idly
By campaign continues to collect signatures to urge colleges and universities across the country to publicly list their
policies regarding guns on campus. Please sign here if you haven’t already: http://bit.ly/2o8t9xw Families need to
know if a college their child is considering allows guns on campus.
Criminal Justice Reform: GCC brought together county public officials to work on establishing Mental Health
Crisis Centers to reduce ‘misincarceration’ of our mentally ill. We just received pledges of $45,000 to hire a
consultant, which is the first step towards establishing two much-needed Mental Health Crisis Centers: one on the
East side and one on the West side.
Jobs: GCC conducted a listening campaign with 1,500 people on jobs in our most distressed neighborhoods, which
will guide us in moving forward towards the creation of real jobs for those in these neighborhoods
Q Deal: Working with unions and the Cuyahoga County Progressive Caucus, hardy GCC volunteers gathered 20,603
signatures in 28 days from residents of the City of Cleveland so that Cleveland residents could have the chance to
vote on a referendum to decide whether or not they wanted the city to invest $70 million plus interest into adding a
glass atrium onto the Quicken Loans Arena when the city has so much need in other areas.
GCC had tried repeatedly over many months to work with public officials and the Cavs organization to assure that
an equal amount would also be invested into a Community Equity Fund, with money that would go toward a job
pipeline, mental health crisis centers, and neighborhood investment. Under pressure, the Cavs added a promise to
refurbish city and high school basketball courts and give some funds to Habitat for Humanity’s work here.
When we got to City Hall to submit the petitions, however, City Council President Kevin Kelley refused to
accept them, allegedly on the advice of the city’s law department. Other city council members were outraged and
incredulous at their meeting that night. Of course, GCC hired attorneys to make sure city residents could get to vote
on the referendum they’d signed so many petitions to demand.
continued on page 8
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Nancy Dudwick, continued from page 1
Kol Halev.
Nancy originally came to Cleveland in 1986 to be closer
to her aging mother, leaving behind a host of relatives
and friends in Maryland.
“As a kid, we moved around a lot, so I didn’t get much
formal Jewish education,” she says. Her father was a
Russian translator who worked for the government, and
the family relocated frequently throughout the U.S. and
England.
When Nancy settled here, she joined Workmen’s Circle
to get health care insurance and learn more about her
religious roots. She soon found herself taking Hebrew
classes at the Cleveland College of Jewish Studies and
exploring other religious learning opportunities.
Enter long-time Kol Halev member Anita Cohn, who
convinced Nancy to attend a service. It was through the
congregation that the newcomer discovered a welcoming
extended family. “Here I was, single and new to the city.

I loved the warmth and acceptance of the congregation.
We don’t separate on the basis of age. The little kids
running around could be my own nephews or nieces.”
Always interested in ethnic folk music and dancing,
Nancy learned to play the mandolin, joined the
Workmen’s Center Klezmer Band, and has become a
familiar sight at Kol Halev, singing and strumming her
instrument. Immersing herself in religious studies, she
earned a master’s degree in Jewish literature in 2013 and
became bat mitzvah in 2014.
“I accomplished a milestone in my life,” she says. “Kol
Halev has made me a happier person. “
Although Nancy acknowledges she has mixed feelings
about leaving a community who has meant so much to
her, she admits “It will be so good to be with family
again. I can almost feel my mother saying, ‘I’m glad you
are moving back.’”

A familiar presence at many Kol Halev events, Nancy has
participated in a wide array of community activities. Clockwise
from upper left: Schmoozing with the Women's Group (2012);
becoming a bat mitzvah with with the adult b'nai mitzvah class;
talking to kids at Sukkot (she rarely missed an intergenerational
holiday celebration); and playing mandolin with other member
musicians. We'll miss her greatly!

July 2017
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yahrzeits
They are now a part of us, as we remember them
Members of Kol HaLev will mark the following yahrzeits during the next month:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

James D. Manny—father of Meg Manny
Janet Mirow—mother of Deena Epstein
Robert Singer—father of Nancy Frazier
Rae Ehrlich—grandmother of Barry Epstein
Lloyd Arthur—paternal grandfather of Kelvin Arthur
Maurice Epstein—father of Barry Epstein
Seymour Freidman—father of Beth Friedman- Romell and husband of Elinor Friedman
Rose Brudno (Shoshana)—grandmother of Joshua Gippin
Lena Chasin (Leah—mother of Abraham Chasin
Emil Brand (Meir)—ather in law of Maxine Brand
Anna Goldhirsh (Hannah)—grandmother of Judi Dash
Ruth Fink—mother of Judy Harris
Morton Cohen—father of Margaret Cohen
Martin Siegel—husband of Renee Siegel
Julius Hirsh Smilg (Yehudah)—father of Maureen Dinner

Kol HaLev members may include the yahrzeit of loved ones in Kol HaLev Happenings by submitting the name of
the deceased, the relationship to the member, and the date of death including the year to kelli@kolhalev.net.

GCC Report, continued from page 6
In response, the city of Cleveland did something never heard of before: They sued themselves for not accepting the
petitions. Why? Read more at http://www.vocativ.com/436216/cleveland-sues-itself-stadium-scam/. Now, our legal
team has filed a motion in the Ohio Supreme Court asking that the court dismiss the city of Cleveland's Q Deal
lawsuit against itself. http://bit.ly/2sbv7Qa
Meanwhile, GCC continues working to clear the path to negotiate a fair deal with a real Community Benefits
Agreement, as so many other cities have been able to do when sports arenas have asked for public subsidies. If we
had not applied the pressure we did, public officials would have quickly voted this deal through with almost no
public debate, and the Cavs would not have offered the community benefits they did commit to. Detroit residents
have already learned from our fight and vowed to use the same citizen power in their own city.
To be continued….
To learn more about the incredible victories across the country of GCC and its sister groups, please read the latest
Metro IAF Report. It will fire your imagination as to all the good we can do for Greater Cleveland when we work
together: http://metro-iaf.org/sites/default/files/METRO_IAF_2016_IMPACT_REPORT.pdf
Please contact one of GCC’s core team members to learn more and get involved. Current core team members are
Rabbi Steve, Allen Binstock, Kirby Date, Mimi Plevin-Foust and Donna Weinberger. We welcome your energy,
ideas, brilliance and caring!

July 2017
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order your hiGH HOLY DAYS PRAYERBOOKs now!
Kol HaLev uses the Reconstructionist High Holy Days mahzor (prayerbook), Prayerbook
for the Days of Awe. We own a limited number of mahzorim, which we reserve for the use of
visitors, guests and the High Holy Days Season Members, who may be considering becoming
full-time members.
To support this welcoming minhag (custom) for guests, Kol HaLev members and member
families purchase and use their own copies of the prayerbook. If you don't own your own copy
of the Reconstructionist High Holy Days prayerbook, Mahzor Leyamim Nora’im, you can get
one right now: They're available to Kol HaLev members at 40% off!
There are three ways to order:
1. Mail: Download the order form and mail it in
2. Phone: Order by phone by calling the Reconstructionist Press at 215.576.0800. Tell them you are a member
of Kol HaLev and ask for the 40% off discount.
3. Online: Click here to go to the Reconstructionist Press website. Place the book(s) in your cart. When you
review your cart before checkout, there is a box to the right. Enter the code investm40. The shopping site will
apply the discount — 40% off of the retail price — no matter how many copies you order.

The Rabbinic Corner, continued from page 3
4. The Heart of Loneliness: How Jewish Wisdom Can Help You Cope and Find Comfort by Rabbi
Marc Katz
Using the wisdom of the Jewish tradition to better understand and deal with the pain of loneliness
in our lives and in the lives of those we love. Loneliness is pervasive in our society but is rarely addressed. It comes in many forms, from the loneliness of loss to that of sickness; from single life to
marriage to divorce. In fact, even the most successful among us are not immune. Even achievement
can be an avenue to loneliness. Through sensitivity, compassion and insight, this book provides the
stories and tools we need to begin addressing loneliness in our lives and the lives of those we love.
5. In the Darkroom by Susan Faludi
“In the summer of 2004 I set out to investigate someone I scarcely knew, my father. The project began with a grievance, the grievance of a daughter whose parent had absconded from her life. I was in pursuit of a scofflaw, an artful
dodger who had skipped out on so many things―obligation, affection, culpability, contrition. I was
preparing an indictment, amassing discovery for a trial. But somewhere along the line, the prosecutor
became a witness.”
So begins Susan Faludi’s extraordinary inquiry into the meaning of identity in the modern world
and in her own haunted family saga. When the feminist writer learned that her 76-year-old father―
long estranged and living in Hungary―had undergone sex reassignment surgery, that investigation
would turn personal and urgent. How was this new parent who identified as “a complete woman
now” connected to the silent, explosive, and ultimately violent father she had known, the photographer who’d built his career on the alteration of images? Faludi’s struggle to come to grips with
her father’s metamorphosis takes her across borders―historical, political, religious, sexual--to bring her
face to face with the question of the age: Is identity something you “choose,” or is it the very thing you can’t escape?
July 2017
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continued from page 1
Bill Scher-Marcus-Learning VTL
The Learning Values Team currently consists of the following committees:
1. YFE - Youth & Family Education (includes Youth
Group and Childcare Coordination)
2. Adult Education (including Lunch & Learn)
3. Young Families/Tot Shabbat (Ben Seligman & Andy
Oster lead Tot Shabbat)
4. Torah Study
5. Book Group (Kevin Weidenbaum)
I am happy to report that Alan Federman has agreed to
take on the responsibility for the Adult Education Committee. This role has been essentially vacant since the
untimely passing of our friend, Dr. Maureen Hack. Alan
would like to continue his previous work with developing
civil dialogue around tough topics, including Israel. We
plan to have a new Lunch & Learn series, as well as our
regular educational sessions led by Rabbi Steve during
the month of Elul and Recon 101,

Contact Bill Scher-Marcus at if you are interested in becoming active in any of our learning activities or if you
have suggestions.
Kirby Date-Involved VTL
One of KHL’s six themes is “Engaged and involved”,
recognizing the central role that tikkun olam plays in
our community and in our individual and family lives.
While we are at work on national and state-level issues,
it is also critical that we are working on the regional and
local level, where we can make a difference. No job is
too small.
1.

Greater Cleveland Congregations is a regional organization that allows Kol HaLev members to participate in efforts that make a difference in our larger
community.
• At least 40 members participated this year in
multiple venues, ranging from citywide action
events, to gathering signatures and getting out
the vote, to small committees working on specific issues.
• Highlights include changing the conversation
about the Quicken Loans Arena deal; obtaining
pledges to put social workers into high schools in
the City of Cleveland who will focus on trauma;
getting the Ballistic Gun Lab for Cuyahoga
County properly staffed through GCC pressure,
making crimes easier to solve; bringing together
County public officials to work on establishing
Mental Health Crisis Centers to reduce misincarceration of our mentally ill; and conducting a
listening campaign with 1500 people on jobs in
our most distressed neighborhoods, as a first step
toward work on creating real jobs.

YFE needs help! I
:
have reached out a
Members who value
couple of times to
members with chilchildren's and family
dren in the Hagiga and
education to serve
Nesiya programs and
on Youth and Farmily
have received little
Education Committee.
response. If you are
Contact Bill at scher.
someone who values
marcus@gmail.com
children and family
education, please see
me, email me, or call
me. One of the most important things for us to do In
order to remain viable and vital as a congregational community is to ensure a strong education program that will
meet the needs of our current members and
attract new members. Robyn Novick is a
very capable and talented educator, but reAre you interested
quires assistance from us to make sure our
in reactivating the
youth are getting the best possible experiShabbat Afternoon
ence. I would be remiss if I did not thank
Study Group?
the many volunteer madrichim who do
Contact Bill at scher.
make the implementation of our program
marcus@gmail.com
possible.

WANTED

Our monthly Shabbat Afternoon Torah
Study group has gone on hiatus for awhile, but members
of the congregation have approached me, asking for it to
be reactivated. Is there anyone present who is willing to
coordinate homes and topics?
July 2017
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2. Our youth continue active engagement through Robyn Novick’s
excellent work and planning. This
year, there were 11 activities across
four age groups plus one intergenerational program.
• Clients served included Heights
Emergency Food Center, Meals on
Wheels Breakfast Bags, Ronald
McDonald House, Us Together immigration advocacy, Menorah Park,
Mother and Child Dependency Program, MetroHealth, Arc Recovery, Cleveland Food Bank, St.
Malachai Soup Kitchen, SOAP - Save Our Adolescents from Prostitution.

Kol HaLev Happenings

•

Types of things we did: making signs, soup mixes, enhance our Shabbat environment. The group twice with
baby gifts, hygiene kits, and Valentine’s Day
a third meeting scheduled in July.
cards; collecting books for immigrants;
collecting food; working in soup kitchThird, the RPC engages in a number of
ens and the food bank.
ongoing tasks that make our services
3. There were also individual and small-group
possible. These include recruiting
Wanted
led efforts:
members to lead 2nd Shabbat services
One new member
• High Holy days: we collected cash
(David Conn), co-leaders for 3rd
who is younger than
donations for Mazon and HIAS/Us ToShabbat (Arthur Lieberman), leaders
the average age of
gether, and food/supplies for the AIDS
for Torah study (Bill Scher-Marcus),
current Religious
task force.
and leyners (Connie Friedman). In
Practices Committee
• Several of our members work with
addition, we find alternate venues
members. Talk to
Elizabeth Baptist Church on an
when Ratner is unavailable; arrange
Bruce at
Interfaith seder
“special” Shabbatot; and organize the
brucefallick@gmail.com
• We collected winter clothing for
services for High Holidays and the
Operation warmup
Shabbaton.
4. Finally, there are individual projects: Bar
mitzvah projects, High school volunteer projects,
The RPC currently has eight members. Which is a good
number, but we could use one more, especially if that
and many members’ individual work through careers
and personal involvement. I know we have folks
one is younger than the average on the committee Please
involved in a wide range of issues, including Israel,
contact me if you are that one at brucefallikc@gmail.com
the Reconstructionist Federation, the environment and
Maureen Dinner -- Particpatory VTL
other causes.
The largest committee under Participatory is the
Recognizing the very big role that tikkun olam plays in
membership committee, which was led by Joe Vainner
many of our members’ lives, we are working on an idea to until his departure form Michigan in February, Joe and
have some of our members tell their personal tikkun olam Margy Weinberg developed a protocol for volunteers who
stories at Shabbat services. We could have that in place
serve at the welcome tables during the High Holy Days.
before the end of the summer. The goal is to recognize
and appreciate ourselves and our members as “Engaged
In addition, the membership committee organized a
and Involved”, and to open up opportunity for those who
brunch for potential new members, aided Reconstruction
would like to be more involved.
101 classes and hosted the new member Shabbat.
Bruce Fallick--Religious Practices Committee (RPC)
(in lieu of a Spiritual VTL report).
I would like to highlight three areas of activity of the
Religious Practices Committee this year.
First, we are considering several experiments that may
enhance our services.
• Kirby mentioned the dvarim tikkun (see her
remarks for a description).
• Our substitute for the Avodah service during
Yom Kippur is an intimate affair, and some have
suggested that the auditorium is not conducive to
that intimacy. So this coming holidays we will
move the Avodah service to the chapel.
• Other ideas we are discussing are occasionally
chanting the full Amidah, occasional sermons, and
an occasional more traditional service.
Second, Connie Friedman is leading a group studying
our communal Shabbat practices to see how we might
July 2017

Since Joe's departure, I have undertaken serving as both
Participatory VTL and membership committee chairman.
Our goals for the coming year include working with
Karly to streamline
the Kiddush sign up
system, and recruiting
additional members to
the membership
the committee to ensure
committee!
we represent as wide
Contact Maureen at
a cross section of the
Maureendinner@gmail.com
community as possible.

Join

Happy Wallach
continues to organize the Women’s group, which
meets periodically for Friday night dinners and Sunday
brunches.
If you're interested in serving on the membership
committee or volunteering in some other way, contact
Maureen at Maureendinner@gmail.com/.
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Lila Hanft-Welcoming, Caring, Communicating
Included in the Welcoming, Caring and Communicating
Values Team are the following:

Our Communications Vehicles:
•
•

•

Kol HaLev Happenings, the monthly newsletter,
which I edit
The Weekly Update, which lands in members'
email inboxes every Thursday afternoon courtesy of
the hard work of Robin Holzman (special thanks to
Karly Whitaker, who filled in for Robin last month).
KHL Connects, our year-old email group, which
now has 50 members, though traffic remains
light, (2-3 emails a month). It’s a great place for
giving way or looking for household items, asking
for recommendations (for a real estate agent, a
restaurant, etc.), and organizing a social outing. If
you haven’t joined and are interested, you can send
me an email at lhanft@gmail.com

The Hesed Committee:
Co-chairs Robin Holtzman and Martha Schubert
manage the Hesed needs of our community very
gracefully and efficiently. They're supported by Monthly
Hesed coordinators, who receive word from Rabbi
Steve, Martha or Robin when a member needs help, and
finds volunteers to meet those needs. Every member of
Kol HaLev ought to have the rewarding experience of
serving as a Monthly Hesed Coordinator at least once.
.
The Shiva Coordinator. is part of the Hesed team. Big
thanks to Jane Arnoff Logsdon, who not only helped
pioneer our current Hesed program but who has served
as Shiva coordinator this year. David Shutkin will serve
as Shiva Coordinator as Jane steps down (todah rabah!)..

The Calendar
The Kol HaLev calendar is the hidden scaffolding which
supports both our communications and programming
endeavors. Over the last couple years, we've worked
to streamline the calendar process by encouraging
committee chairs to submit upcoming events to
calendar@kolhalev.net, and to follow up with a new
email when there are cancelations or changes.
While Kelli Birch, our part-time office manager, does
most of the work of entering information into the
calendar, we're seeking a Calendar Manager to provide
oversight by making sure entries are complete and
contacting people when information is missing before the
crucial moment when the information is needed for the
newsletter or weekly updatefrustration at deadline time.
July 2017

The role of
Calendar
Manager requires
the commitment
to check the
calendar a couple
times a week, but
overall takes little
time.The ideal
candidate will be
someone familiar
with Google
calendar who
gets satisfaction
from making sure
all information is
readily available
to the whole
community in
time for them
members to
attend the events
and services
they're interested in.

WANTED:
Calendar Manager
• Check the Kol HaLev
online calendar twice
a week to make sure
entries have all the
what, where and
when info.
• Retrieve missing
information from the
contact person
• Enter it into Google
calendar yourself, OR
send it in an email to
calendar@gmail.com

It's easy but important!
Contact lhanft@gmail.com

Digital Communication
The Welcoming, Caring and Communicating Values
Team is aware that our online communication, the
website in particular, is not where we'd like it to be.
In the coming year, I'd like to improve our digital
presence so we’re easier for potential members to
discover who we are online and for current members
to locate useful and current content. An overhaul of
the website (which would include a move to Wordpress
and the invitation to Kol HaLev leaders to help keep
the content upto-date.) will start this year, and we're
considering changes to our private Facebook group.
We've also been part of conversations with the
Membership Committee and committees about ways to
increase interaction and participation among members.
Since the Leadership taskforce workshop in April,
community members have started thinking more deeply
about how best to reach one another in a time when
few people have landlines and no one answers their
cell unless they recognize the number. Should we start
texting? Should we return to using paper and snail mail?
We hope there will be community-wide opportunities to
weigh in on the who, what, where, when and why of our
community communications over the coming months.
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CALENDAR
Sat July 8
Sat July 15
Mon July 17
Fri July 21
Sat July 22
Sun July 23
Wed July 26
Thu July 27

Shabbat Service at the Ratner School; Chukat; Service Leader: Rabbi Steve.
Kiddush sponsor: Martha Schubertl; Greeter: Bruce Fallick
Shabbat Service at the Ratner School; Balak; Service leader: Rabbi Steve;
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Kiddush sponsor: Dick and Deena Epstein; Greeter: Happy Wallach
1:15 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.
Mindful Jewish Practice at the Ratner School
Deadline for Kol HaLev Happenings newsletter
Kabbalat Shabbat and Potluck at the Ratner School. Check the update for
6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
more information.
9:30 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. Mindful Jewish Practice at the Ratner School
Musical Shabbat Service at the Ratner School; Matot-Masei; Service
10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
leader: Rabbi Steve: Kiddush sponsor: Anna Kelman; Greeter: Maxine Brand
Shabbat Practices Working Group For more information, contact Connie
11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Friedman
7:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Values Team Leaders Meeting at the home of Anna Kelman
Book Club Meeting at the home of Deena and Dick Epstein. See page 5 for
7:30 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
more information.
10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Sat. July 29

10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m

Experiential Shabbat at the Ratner School; Devarim; Service leader: Rabbi
Steve; Kiddush hosts: Maureen Dinner and the Membership Committe
in honor of Nancy Dudwick; Greeter needed. Sign up at http://www.
signupgenius.com/go/10c0e4bada828a1f85-kolhalev6

Tue Aug 1

3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Tisha B'Av; Location TBD.

To sign up to host a kiddush, go to http://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0e4bada828a1f85-kolhalev7
To sign up to be a greeter, go to http://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0e4bada828a1f85-kolhalev6
We strive to make this calendar as accurate as possible, but additions, cancellations and other changes may occur after the
newsletter is published. To ensure you have the most up-to-date information, please double-check your plans in the Weekly
Update (which arrives in members' email inboxes every Thursday), or visit the calendar on the Kol HaLev website.
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Kol HaLev, Cleveland’s Reconstructionist
Jewish Congregation, is an egalitarian,
participatory spiritual community.
Visit our website at http://www.kolhalev.net
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